
 

The wisdom of retail traders: Study shows
retail investors can predict future stock
returns

April 25 2012

A forthcoming paper in the Journal of Finance by Professor Paul
Tetlock, Roger F. Murray Associate Professor of Finance at Columbia
Business School, and Eric Kelley, Assistant Professor, Finance, the Eller
College of Management at the University of Arizona, finds that retail
investors' are not as unsophisticated as many think: they can actually
predict future stock returns. The study shows that retail traders buy in
advance of price increases and sell in advance of price decreases that
occur over the next month. This research is of particular interest to
institutional and retail investors whose profits depend on monthly stock
price movements. Columbia Business School's Ideas at Work also
covered this research when it was a working paper.

The researchers analyzed proprietary trading data that includes retail
orders in nearly all common stocks listed in the United States routed to
two market centers from February 26, 2003 through December 31,
2007. The data includes $2.6 trillion in executed trades, which was
roughly one-third of all self-directed retail trading in the US during that
time period. The researchers first measured retail trader order
imbalances, adding up all buys and subtracting all sells, and found that
the net buying activity of retail investors positively predicts future stock
returns for at least one month and up to three months. They then
combined the order data with comprehensive newswire data from Dow
Jones (DJ) to test if certain hypotheses could account for retail traders'
ability to predict returns.
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The study distinguishes retail traders' aggressive (market) orders –
directives to trade regardless of price – from their passive (limit) orders
– instructions to wait for a certain price before trading. Although both
types of orders predict stock returns, they do so for different reasons.
Only buying activity from aggressive orders predicts positive news
events about a stock, such as an announcement that a firm's earnings beat
analysts' expectations. This evidence suggests that aggressive retail
investors trade on information that others aren't yet aware of, and that a
stock's price takes some time to reflect this information. Professor
Tetlock explains, "Suppose there are a relatively large number of
physicists in the United States who know a lot about microchips. They
may know something about AMD, the microchip producer that stock
analysts on Wall Street don't know. We should see newswire stories with
many positive words about AMD start to appear in the weeks after the
physicists started buying AMD, when the market and the financial press
become aware of that private information. And it does turn out that
aggressive buying usually precedes positive news."

In contrast, retail traders' passive orders may predict returns because
they provide liquidity to other investors with urgent trading needs.
Professor Tetlock describes this hypothesis, "Maybe AMD suffered a
negative liquidity shock if a mutual fund had to sell it to meet client
withdrawals. Retail traders who recognize this can step in and buy AMD
stock cheap, which provides liquidity to the mutual fund. The traders
eventually realize profits when the stock rebounds, once people see that
AMD's profits haven't changed and there is nothing fundamentally
wrong with the firm." Consistent with this hypothesis, the researchers
found that retail traders' passive orders did not predict news about
stocks.

Part of the unexpected skill exhibited by retail traders may come from a
change in the trader population. "Traders holding Internet stocks in 2000
would have lost about 80 percent of their money over the following two
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years, whereas traders with more diversified investments would have
kept most of their wealth," Professor Tetlock says. "It's an evolution
argument: survival of the fittest. Those who were actively trading and
doing poorly simply lost their money."
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